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Probing of chain conformations in conjugated
polymer nanoparticles by electron spin resonance
spectroscopy†

C. Hintze,‡ F. Schütze,‡ M. Drescher* and S. Mecking*

In the case of conjugated polymer chains usually considered as rigid or stiff, it is an open question how

the individual chains adopt their conformation inside nanoparticles. Here, the conformation of such a

rigid conjugated polymer chain is elucidated for the first time. For this purpose, electron paramagnetic

resonance spectroscopy as a method allowing for a direct observation is established.

Introduction

Conjugated polymers possess favourable properties like conductivity,
photo- and electroluminescence1 and light-induced charge
generation useful for a variety of applications, increasingly
including nanoparticles.2–12 Particle sizes as low as 8 nm have
been reported frequently.13

This raises the intriguing question of the polymer chain
conformation in such particles. Conjugated polymers are generally
considered to possess a rigid chain nature. For poly(phenylene
ethynylene)s in solution a persistence length of 14 nm at room
temperature is found.14 This appears contradictive to the existence of
smaller size nanoparticles, and it remains unclear how conjugated
polymer chains actually pack into such nanoparticles.

To access chain conformations experimentally, a determination
of distance distributions (of chain ends) is required. FRET as a
fluorescence based method is of limited utility for studies of strongly
fluorescent particles as these will interfere with the observation of
the labels. Here, we utilize dipole–dipole coupling to determine
inter-spin distances by double-electron-electron-resonance (DEER)
(also referred to as PELDOR). This pulsed electron spin resonance
(ESR) technique has been employed to obtain structural information
on a 1.5–10 nm length scale in biomacromolecules,15–23 and for
probing the conformation of rod-like molecules in solution.14,24–27

The commonly used nitroxides28 as spin labels29,30 are also
smaller than fluorophores, and thus interfere less with the
system of interest.31,32

On a molecular basis, p-conjugated oligomers are referred to
as rigid rods,33 which makes them desirable as building blocks for
(supra-)molecular architectures. Oligomeric phenylene ethynylenes
(OPEs34) have been intensively studied e.g. as parts of nano-
machines,35,36 for the construction of shape-persistent macro-
cycles37,38 and as spacers between electronically interacting
moieties.39–41 The intrinsic flexibility of the OPEs26,42 has been
studied, too.14,27

Experimental
Synthesis

General oligomer synthesis. The synthesis of monodisperse
HO-OPEn-OH (n = 5, 7, 9, 11, 21), HO-OPE4, HO-OPE22 and PEG-
OPE9 has been reported previously.43

DCC-coupling – general procedure for the preparation of TEMPO
labeled DL-OPEn oligomers. 2–3 Eq. 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetra-
methylpiperidine-1-oxyl, 0.4 eq. 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine and
3 eq. dicyclohexylcarbodiimide were dissolved in dry dichloro-
methane at 0 1C. The reactants were stirred for 10 min, followed
by addition of HO-OPEn-OH. The reaction was stirred for 1–3 days
until 1H-NMR spectroscopy confirmed complete conversion of the
alcohol. A colorless precipitate was filtered off over a syringe filter.
The solvent was removed yielding the crude product. Further
product purification are described in detail in the respective
procedures for the individual components as follows.

SL-OPE4. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE4 (50 mg, 34 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (10 mg, 50 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (1.6 mg,
13 mmol) and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (14 mg, 67 mmol) were
stirred for 18 h in 2 mL of dichloromethane. The white pre-
cipitate was removed by filtration over a syringe filter. The
solvent was removed and the residue was purified by column
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chromatography (pentane/EE 6 : 1). The product was obtained as
a yellow oil (51 mg, 90%).

DL-OPE5. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE5-OH (90 mg, 50 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (30 mg, 150 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (2.4 mg,
15 mmol) and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (41 mg, 200 mmol) were
stirred for 3 days in 3 mL of dichloromethane. The white
precipitate was removed by filtration over a syringe filter. The
solvent was removed and the residue was purified by column
chromatography (pentane/EE 4 : 1). The product was obtained
as a yellow solid (80 mg, 72%).

DL-OPE7. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE7-OH (60 mg, 23 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (14 mg, 70 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (1.1 mg, 9 mmol)
and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (19 mg, 93 mmol) were stirred for 18 h
in 3 mL of dichloromethane. The white precipitate was removed by
filtration over a syringe filter. The solvent was removed and the
residue was purified by column chromatography (pentane/EE 6 : 1).
The product was obtained as a yellow solid (51 mg, 90%).

DL-OPE9. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE9-OH (80 mg, 24 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (15 mg, 75 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (1.2 mg,
10 mmol) and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (20 mg, 97 mmol) were
stirred for 2 days in 3 mL of dichloromethane. The oligomer was
precipitated in methanol. Column chromatography (pentane/EE
5 : 1) gave the product as a yellow solid (72 mg, 82%).

DL-OPE11. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE11-OH (60 mg, 15 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (9 mg, 45 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (0.7 mg, 6 mmol)
and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (12 mg, 60 mmol) were stirred for 18 h
in 3 mL of dichloromethane. The oligomer was precipitated in
methanol. Column chromatography (pentane/EE 5 : 1) gave the
product as a yellow solid (49 mg, 75%).

DL-OPE21. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE21-OH (30 mg, 4 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (2.4 mg, 12 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (0.2 mg,
1.5 mmol) and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (3.2 mg, 16 mmol) were
stirred for 2 days in 3 mL of dichloromethane. The oligomer
was precipitated in methanol and gave the product as a yellow
solid (25 mg, 83%).

SL-OPE22. See also general procedure for DCC-coupling. HO-
OPE22 (30 mg, 4 mmol), 4-carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-
1-oxyl (2.3 mg, 11 mmol), 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (0.2 mg,
1.5 mmol) and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (3 mg, 15 mmol) were
stirred for 2 days in 2 mL of dichloromethane. A white pre-
cipitate was removed by filtration over a syringe filter. The
oligomer was precipitated in methanol and gave the product as
a yellow solid (21 mg, 65%).

ESR-samples

(A) DL-OPE5 (9 mg, 4 nmol) was mixed with PEG-OPE9 (4.1 mg,
560 nmol) and HO-OPE21-OH (4.2 mg, 550 nmol) in 4 g of
tetrahydrofuran. The solution was injected rapidly into 40 mL
of Milli-Q water and the dispersion was stirred for 15 min. The
organic solvent was removed and the dispersion was freeze-
dried.

(B) (a) DL-OPE21 (200 mg, 26 nmol) was mixed with PEG-OPE9

(4.2 mg, 570 nmol) and HO-OPE21-OH (3.7 mg, 490 nmol) in 3 g of
tetrahydrofuran. The solution was injected rapidly into 30 mL of
Milli-Q water and the dispersion was stirred for 15 min. The organic
solvent was removed and the dispersion was freeze-dried. (B) (b) DL-
OPE21 (48 mg, 7 nmol) was mixed with PEG-OPE9 (7.1 mg, 970 nmol)
in 3.5 g of tetrahydrofuran. The solution was injected rapidly into
35 mL of Milli-Q water and the dispersion was stirred for 15 min.
The organic solvent was removed and the dispersion was freeze-
dried. (C) SL-OPE22 (820 mg, 100 nmol) was mixed with PEG-OPE9

(4.1 mg, 560 nmol) and HO-OPE21-OH (4.1 mg, 540 nmol) in 4 g of
tetrahydrofuran. The solution was injected rapidly into 40 mL of
Milli-Q water and the dispersion was stirred for 15 min. The organic
solvent was removed and the dispersion was freeze-dried.

ESR experiments

DEER-experiment. The DEER experiment was performed in
Q-band using an Elexsys E580 spectrometer (Bruker Biospin)
equipped with a 15 watt solid state microwave amplifier and a
helium gas flow system (CF935, Oxford Instruments). The four-
pulse, dead-time free DEER sequence is given by: p/2obs–t1–
pobs–t–ppump–(t1 + t2 � t)–pobs–t2–echo. The echo amplitude is
observed as a function of time t starting with t = 280 ns. The
pump pulse (typically 34 ns corresponding to a p-pulse) was set
to the maximum of the nitroxide spectrum and the observer
pulse was set 40 MHz higher; p/2 and p pulses at observer
frequency were of typically 30 ns and 60 ns length, respectively.
The probes in solution were measured at optimized values for
t2 to cover more than one full modulation. In this case, nuclear
modulation averaging was utilized to avoid artifacts from the
deuterium nuclear modulation. The probes in particles were
measured at maximum values for t2 yielding sufficient signal-
to-noise ratio without nuclear modulation averaging. The accu-
mulation time was typically 18 hours at 50 K.

Cw-ESR measurements. Continuous wave (cw-) ESR spectra
were recorded at 120 K on an Elexsys E580 spectrometer (Bruker
Biospin) equipped with a helium gas flow system (CF935,
Oxford Instruments). Spectra were obtained with s sweep width
of 300 G, a modulation amplitude of 3000 mG, a modulation
frequency of 100 kHz, and a microwave power of 0.2 mW. The
signal-to-noise ratio was improved by accumulation of 5 spectra
featuring 42 s scan time each. Signal intensities were determined
via the double integral of the first derivative ESR spectrum. The
spectra were corrected for frequency differences for visualization.

Results and discussion

We chose OPEs as a system to study the arrangement of conjugated
chains in nanoparticles. Strictly monodisperse defect free OPEn

(n = 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 21, 22), PEG-OPE9 (Mn(PEG) = 2000 g mol�1),
and PEG-OPE21 (Mn(PEG) = 5000 g mol�1) were synthesized.43 Spin
labeling was conducted via DCC coupling of the dihydroxy endgroup
functionalized OPEn with 4-Carboxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-
oxyl, yielding the singly and doubly TEMPO-labeled oligomers,
SL-OPEn and DL-OPEn, respectively (ESI†).
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Aqueous dispersions from the obtained PEG-OPEn block
copolymers were generated via nanoprecipitation,44–46 a common
technique for the generation of conjugated polymer nanoparticles.47

A dilute tetrahydrofuran solution was injected into an excess of
water (Scheme 1). The polymer forms nanoparticles, self-stabilized
by the hydrophilic PEG. Such amphiphilic block copolymers can be
used for the incorporation of other hydrophobic molecules.48

Coprecipitation of PEG-OPE9 (Mn(PEG) = 2000 g mol�1) block
copolymer and OPE21 homopolymer (contour length L21 E
14 nm, Fig. 2) in a one to one ratio, leads to the formation of
small sized particles with an average particle size of Dsmall E
8 � 2 nm (determined by dynamic light scattering, Fig. 1).
Without the addition of OPE21, larger particles of about Dbig E
14 � 1 nm are formed. With addition of OPE21, the existence of

small size particles has been verified by TEM (Fig. 1), yet the
difference in size between the particles from pure PEG-OPEn and
PEG-OPEn/OPE21 mixtures is difficult to quantify by transmis-
sion electron microscopy since the soft particles flatten out on
the TEM grid.

These observations raise an intriguing question: If OPE21

facilitates small particle formation, what is its conformation
inside these particles given that its chain length is almost twice
the particle diameter. This issue was unraveled by ESR distance
measurements in the solid particles.

For the preparation of nanoparticles for ESR studies, in
the above procedure a small amount of OPE21 was replaced by
DL-OPE21, with the concentration of the latter being so low, that on
average only one labeled chain per particle can be assumed, which
corresponds to a spin concentration of 1.6 mM. The organic solvent
was removed and the dispersion was freeze-dried.

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of particle formation from amphiphilic
block copolymer PEG-OPE9 and DL-OPE21.

Fig. 1 Left: TEM image of nanoparticles from PEG-OPE9/OPE21 mixtures
(stained with phosphotungstic acid), right: number average particle size
distribution, obtained by DLS of the obtained nanoparticles from PEG-
OPE9/OPE21 mixtures (black) and from PEG-OPE9 (grey).

Fig. 2 DEER measurements of DL-OPEn with n = 5, 7, 9, 11, and 21 (from
blue to red) in deuterated toluene, recorded at 50 K in Q-band. (A)
Normalized DEER traces with intermolecular background contribution.
(B) Background corrected DEER form factors with fits of a worm like chain
model including Gaussian broadening. (C) Filled curves represent distance
distributions P(r) obtained by fits to the DEER form factor. The curve for
DL-OPE21 is not a fit but extrapolated. The contour length of DL-OPEn can
be described with a linear function in n: Ln0 = (0.69n + 0.97) nm. The
experimental (extrapolated) contour lengths Ln0 are represented by filled
(open) dots. The dotted DEER form factor and background in A for OPE21 is
calculated from the expected distance distribution in B with an approximate
modulation depth and an approximate background density.
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We performed DEER measurements on a range of DL-OPEn,
with n = 5, 7, 9, and 11, in a glassy solution of deuterated
toluene at 50 K (Fig. 2) in order to characterize the OPEs used
when not confined in nanoparticles. The background corrected
DEER form factor was fitted with a worm like chain model
with Gaussian broadening, accounting for the label flexibility
(cf. Table 1 for all fit parameters).49 Due to limitations of the
WLC model for contour lengths Ln around the persistence
length Lp, there is a shift in fitted persistence length with
contour length.14 The maximum evolution time achieved is not
sufficient to fit a distance distribution in the case of DL-OPE21.
From the distance distributions of the other oligomers, we are
able to extrapolate the distance distribution for DL-OPE21. This is
important because this is the very OPE that facilitates formation of
small nanoparticles as outlined (also cf. Table 1).

We investigated the behavior of DL-OPE5 in particles com-
pared to their behavior in solution. The particles were prepared
as a mixture of PEG-OPE9 with OPE21 (PEG-OPE9-a). Though not
of primary interest, DL-OPE5 was chosen as an appropriate test
candidate for our method because it is the shortest one of the
probes used in this work.

In order to eliminate intermolecular spin-spin interactions,
i.e. for the statistically possible case of more than one labeled
molecule per particle, we performed control experiments
exploiting singly labeled molecules (see ESI† for a detailed
discussion).

Upon correction for intermolecular contributions, the data
yields distance distributions for both conditions, in solution as
well as in particles (Fig. 3). There is a significant loss in echo
intensity due to faster electron spin transverse relaxation rate in
protonated particles compared to deuterated solvents. With
the evolution time achieved, distance measurements on other
DL-OPEn (for n = 7, 9, 11) were not taken into account since
their contour length is beyond the distance range accessible with
this evolution time. Nevertheless, DEER data can be acquired
with sufficient quality in terms of evolution time and signal to
noise for distances up to around 5 nm in nanoparticles. The
experiment also shows, that modulation depths normalized to
pump pulse lengths in particle samples are around 9% for
quantitative incorporation of the spin labeled probe. This is
due to reduction of spin labels during the particle preparation
process (see ESI†).

The distance distribution of DL-OPE5 inside the particles
reflects a shorter persistence length Lp than in the glassy state

of toluene (Table 1). Since the persistence length depends on
the temperature, and considering that the particle preparation
was performed at room temperature, which is significantly
higher than the glass transition temperature of toluene, this
is as expected. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the
additional Gaussian broadening due to linker flexibility con-
verges to zero in the fits. This can be explained by the more
restricting environment surrounding the label in the particles
compared to the situation in solution. Despite both effects have
to be taken with caution due to the limited evolution time,
Fig. 3 clearly shows that the obtained distance distribution does
not change significantly.

While the contour length of DL-OPE5 is smaller than the
particle diameter, D 4 L5

0 and no conformational change inside
particles was expected and observed, confining DL-OPE21 in the
particle core should lead to significant changes in the label to
label distance distribution which might be accessible with the
method described above. Therefore, we prepared two particle
samples generated from PEG-OPE9 with different OPE21-content,
high (a) and low (b). The DEER data (Fig. 4A and B) suggest
contributions at distances shorter than 1.5 nm as well, which are
inaccessible by DEER22 but can be detected by spectral line-
broadening in continuous-wave ESR. Thus, additional cw-ESR
measurements were performed (Fig. 4C).

Both datasets (DEER and cw-ESR) can be fitted indepen-
dently with a single three dimensional Rice distribution,50

yielding each m, the distance between the mean positions of
spatially three dimensional normal distributed spin labels,
with a standard deviation of these distributions s (cf. ESI† for
details on data analysis). We chose a Rice distribution in this
case because no specific model for the distance distribution
obtained exists, contrary to the WLC model used for the DL-OPEs
in solution. Furthermore, model-free Tikhonov regularization is
unreliable due to the signal-to-noise ratio given for this sample.
On the contrary, it does not yield more information than the Rice

Table 1 Parameters of WLC interspin distance distributions P(r) of DL-
OPEn in various environments

Probe DL- Environment Ln
a [nm] Lp

b [nm] sc [nm]

OPE5 Toluene-d8-solution 4.4 18 0.22
OPE7 Toluene-d8-solution 5.8 22 0.22
OPE9 Toluene-d8-solution 7.1 27 0.22
OPE11 Toluene-d8-solution 8.6 30 0.22
OPE21 o-Terphenyl-d14-solution 15.5 15 0.22
OPE5 PEG-OPE9-a particles 4.5 9 4 � 10�3

a Contour length. b Persistence length. c Standard deviation of an addi-
tional Gaussian broadening due to linker flexibility.

Fig. 3 DEER distance measurements of DL-OPE5 in deuterated toluene
(blue) and in particles (brown) at 50 K in Q-band. (A) Normalized DEER
traces with intermolecular background contribution. (B) Background
corrected DEER form factors with fits of a worm like chain model including
Gaussian broadening. The DEER form factor of DL-OPE5 in particles is
vertically stretched by a factor of 3.4 for comparison. (C) Resulting distance
distributions P(r).
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distribution, which is also more stable in the data analysis due to
its small number of parameters. Since cw-ESR and DEER cover
complementary distance ranges, the parameters obtained by
individual fitting of DEER and cw-ESR data do not match
exactly,22 see Table 2 for all parameters. In order to obtain a
mutual fit, these parameters were averaged. The result is shown
in Fig. 4D.

Consequently, these measurements prove reproducible,
defined spatial arrangement of DL-OPE21 inside nanoparticles.
Possible intermolecular contributions to the observed dipolar
interaction are discussed as well (ESI†) and are negligible.

Taken together, it can be concluded that DL-OPE21 is
incorporated approximately quantitatively and in a defined
bent conformation inside nanoparticles. This results in a label
to label distance distribution that differs significantly from a
DL-OPE21 in solution (Fig. 5) leading to the conclusion, that
OPE21 bends itself in order to fit into the nanoparticle.

Considering defined uniform bending with the average
distance between the mean label positions m = 0 nm, this leads
to a uniform bending diameter d determined by the chain
length L21 as the circumference of a circle. In this case, we
obtain an average bending diameter of d = 4.9 nm. This is in
good agreement with the particle size obtained by TEM and
DLS, as well as with the calculated optimal particle diameter
D* = 6.6 nm (ESI†) and the expected core diameter of about the
OPE9 contour length L9 = 6.2 nm.

To rationalize these findings, a consideration of the mole-
cular interactions and energetic relationships involved is
instructive. Comparing now this bent state of OPE21 in a
spherical nanoparticle with an elongated state (Table 3), we
are interested in the difference in Gibbs energy between both
states.

Bending of such a rigid rod-like oligomer can be considered
as the uniform, elastic bending of a cylindrical rod. In this case,

the bending energy is given by HB ¼
1

2
EI
Ð L
0
KðpÞ2dp, with E, the

Young’s Modulus, I, the second moment of area, and K, the
curvature of the rod at point p. The product EI can be expressed
as the product of persistence length with thermal energy: EI =
LpkT.51 The persistence length has been determined to Lp =
14 nm at room temperature.14 As a simple model one can
consider the conformation of OPE21 inside the nanoparticles to
be a circle. In this case, the bending energy at room tempera-
ture, corresponding to the enthalpy of the bent state, can be
derived and is given in Table 3.

Fig. 4 (A) Normalized DEER traces recorded at 50 K in Q-band, with
intermolecular background contribution of DL-OPE21 in particles with high
(triangles) and low (circles) OPE21-content. The slopes of these contributions
correspond to the concentrations of these samples (see ESI†). (B) Corresponding
background corrected DEER form factors with a mutual fit of a distance
distribution obtained from DEER and cw-ESR. Modulation depths are in the
same range as for comparable particle samples with DL-OPE5 as the probe.
Stretched vertically by a factor of 2.5 in the case of low (circles) OPE21-content
for better comparison. (C) Cw-ESR spectrum of DL-OPE21 in particles with low
OPE21-content recorded at 120 K in X-band (circles) together with mutual fit of a
distance distribution obtained from DEER and cw-ESR (line). (D) The resulting
three dimensional Rice interspin distance distribution.

Table 2 Parameters of the individual Rice interspin distance distributions
P(r) of DL-OPE21 in PEG-OPE9-a/b particles obtained from DEER and
cw-ESR. The results as presented in Fig. 4 are based on the average of
these parameters

Probe DL- Environment Method ma [nm] sb [nm]

OPE21 PEG-OPE9-a DEER 0 1.3
OPE21 PEG-OPE9-b DEER 0 1.3
OPE21 PEG-OPE9-b cw-ESR 0 1.0

a Distance between the mean positions of spatially three dimensional
normal distributed spin labels. b Standard deviation of these distributions.

Fig. 5 Comparison of the experimental interspin distance distribution P(r)
of DL-OPE21 in solution (extrapolated, red line) with the distribution in
particles from DEER and cw-ESR data (purple, filled).
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The enthalpy of the elongated state of an OPE21 incorporated
into a nanoparticle, where the chain sticks out of the nanoparticle
core is dominated by its surface energy.52 In a particle core
constituted by PEG-OPE9, twelve repeat units of OPE21 then
would protrude. The surface tension g of the OPEs can be
approximated by comparison with similar compounds. For
polystyrene it was found53 to be g = 40 mJ m�2, which agrees
with values for several aliphatic hydrocarbons.54 Since the
OPE’s surface should be dominated by the EtHex-sidechains,
this should be a satisfying approximation. In this case, the
resulting surface energy, corresponding to the enthalpy of the
elongated state, is given in Table 3. Elongation of the particle
would involve comparable amounts of surface energy, cf. ESI†
for details.

Restriction of conformational space of the oligomer chain
gives rise to entropic cost involved with the incorporation into
nanoparticles. The chain can be modelled as a harmonic
segmented chain.14 One can approximate that about half of
the torsions of each segment of the chain are not accessible
when OPE21 is confined at a surface, which is the inner
perimeter of the particle in this case. The resulting change of
entropy is given in Table 3, for details see ESI.†

Summarizing the contributions of the bending energy, the
surface energy and the entropy, we obtain a difference in the Gibbs
energies of both states of DG E 350 kJ mol�1 E 140kT at room
temperature. It is mainly dominated by surface energy. This is the
reason, why bending is energetically favorable for the OPE21. We
would like to point out, that the cost of entropy involved with
confining the chain in the nanoparticle is about one order of
magnitude larger than the bending energy in this case.

It remains unclear at this point, why the observed PEG-OPE9

particles are smaller when coprecipitated with OPE21. To this
end, a consideration of the expected micelle size of particles
formed by PEG-OPE9 is instructive. With the assumption of a
densely packed interior and a roughly spherical micelle, the

micelle radius R is given by
4

3
pR3 ¼ Nda2, with d, the mean

distance between the polar headgroup and any atom in the
apolar part of the surfactant molecule, and N, the aggregation
number. It can be shown,55 that the optimum aggregation

number is given by N� ¼ 49pgd2

48kT
:

The average distance between the polar head and any atom
in the apolar part within a coil-rod-coil polymer is approxi-

mately d ¼ Ln

4
with Ln = (0.69 nm)n and n, the number of repeat

units of the OPEn of interest. Thus, the optimum micelle radius
for PEG-OPE9 can be expressed as

R� ¼ L9

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

4

49a2g
48kT

3

s
:

With the aforementioned surface tension the micelles are
calculated to have an optimum diameter of D* = 6.6 nm,
which is close to the OPE9 contour length, L9 = 6.1 nm. Since
this is less than half of its persistence length Lp, the rigid OPE9

cannot arrange freely inside the particle core. Thus, the
implicit assumption of a densely packed interior does not
apply. In this case, incorporating OPE21 into the core of a
particle constituted by PEG-OPE9 will be favorable. The con-
tour length of OPE21 is approximately equal to the persistence
length, L21 E Lp, allowing a densely packed interior of the
particle via chain bending.

Conclusions

To date, the individual conformation of rod-like conjugated
polymer chains inside nanoparticles was an open question,
especially within particles that are smaller in size than the
contour length of the ‘rigid’ chain. In summary, we find, that
particles from amphiphilic coil-rod-coil block copolymers
with short chained (Ln o Lp) rod blocks decrease in size
when mixed with long chain derivatives (Ln E Lp) prior to
nanoprecipitation, providing access to nanoparticles D o 10 nm.
Chain bending of the long chains enables efficient packing
and an energetically more favorable particle size is obtained.
ESR spectroscopy provides a unique way of characteriz-
ing the conformation of individual polymer chains inside
nanoparticles.
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Table 3 Illustrations of the bent and elongated states with corresponding
enthalpies and the difference in entropy between the bent and elongated
states

Bent state Elongated state

Chain only Ellipsoidal particle

HB ¼
LpL21

2R2
RT

¼ 14 kJmol�1
HE ¼ 500kJmol�1 HE ¼ 500 kJmol�1

from bent to elongated: TDS � þ144 kJmol�1
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